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$0. INTRODUCTION 
LET 
be a differential complex (so that d* = 0) of finite dimensional vector spaces. A fundamental 
problem is to calculate the cohomology of this complex. That is, the vector spaces 
H”( v, d) = 
kerd: V”-, Vn+l 
Imd: P-i+ V”’ 
If the spaces V” come equipped with some extra structure, then there may be extra tools at 
our disposal. For example, suppose we have a filtration of V by subcomplexes. That is, for 
each n a filtration 
V” = u; 1 Ul2. . .1 u; = . . . = u; 
such that for each n and i 
(0.1) 
Then there is an associated spectral sequence, sometimes called the Leray spectral sequence, 
which converges to the cohomology of V/see [lo]). Another example is furnished by Hodge 
theory. If the P’s are endowed with inner products, then we can form the induced 
Laplacian 
A”=dd*+d*d:V”+ V” 
where d* is the adjoint of d with respect to the inner product. The key point is that the 
kernel of the A” (i.e. the space of harmonic vectors) is canonically isomorphic to H”( V, d). 
Suppose that we have both a filtration of V by subcomplexes, and an inner product for 
each of the V”. It seems natural to ask what the relationship is between the spectral sequence 
and the Hodge theory. In this paper we provide an answer. Namely, we will exhibit a Hodge 
theoretic approach to the Leray spectral sequence. As a corollary, we also show that the 
complexes of the Leray spectral sequence give precise analytical information about the 
eigenvalues of the Laplacian. The method used to bridge these two approaches to cohomol- 
ogy is the “adiabatic limit.” 
Originally, “adiabatic” referred to a physical process in which heat was neither gained 
nor lost. By analogy to some problems in thermodynamics, Ehrenfest [3] (see also [4] and 
[l] p. 297) generalized the notion to include the process of varying the parameters of 
a mechanical system infinitely slowly. We interpret this idea very loosely. Our idea is to 
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write each V” as the sum of orthogonal subspaces, and then to rescale the inner products on 
these subspaces at different rates. We then investigate the behavior of the eigenvalues of the 
associated Laplacians. In the limit, as some parameters become singular with respect to 
others, one hopes that the contributions from the different subspaces “decouple”. The 
resulting decoupling is precisely that provided by the Leray spectral sequence. 
Let us now supply a few details. Suppose that for each n we have an orthogonal 
decomposition 
V” = c v;. (0.2) 
Note that if we have a filtration (O.l), then we get such a decomposition by letting V,Y be the 
orthogonal complement of U;+ 1 in UT. If gV denotes the metric on V, we have 
gvn = c sv; 
j 
Define a l-parameter family of metrics gv,a by 
gv,a = 1 h2’gv;. 
j 
(0.3) 
We now consider the Laplacian Ai defined with respect to the metric gv,a. For each 
6 > 0, the number of zero eigenvalues of Ai is equal to the dimension of H”( V, d). One goal 
is to understand the behavior of the non-zero eigenvalues as 6 goes to 0. The standard 
variational identity tells us that if 
0 I Al I ~“2(6) ~ . . . I ~~i,V”(6) 
denote the eigenvalues of Ai then 
n;(s) = sup inf 
ldu,l62 + l&t&la2 
V,,U?, ,..., Ok-,EV” VkI(Vl.W,....Vk-I) IUkli 
where d& denotes the adjoint of d with respect to the inner products gv,a, and 1 I6 is the 
gv,a induced norm. It is difficult to work with this quotient, since both the operator and the 
norms are varying with 6. To simplify, we introduce the isometries 
Pa:(V,gv.J + (K 9v) 
defined by 
&( l+) = sjv,. 
Changing variables via p, we can write 
(0.4) 
where 
da = pa&, 1 dd* = w4$,Pa 1 
and all norms are now with respect to the original inner product gV. 
Our first goal is to identify the operators da and da . * We observe that the decomposition 
(0.2) induces a corresponding decomposition of the d operator. For VE V; write 
dv= i d,v 
l=Il 
where d UE V’+’ I J+l ’ 
(0.5) 
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Then we have 
LEMMA 1. 
(4 d; = (da)* 
for any 6 > 0, where the adjoint of ds is taken with respect to the original metric gv. 
(ii) (0.6) 
(0.7) 
where the operators d,, a I 1 I b are defined as in (OS), and the d: are the adjoints with 
respect o the metric gv. 
Motivated by the goal of minimizing the quotient (0.4) we now consider the following 
nested family of subspaces. 
V” = . . .=,E”,1E;;2El...sE,;r=...=E~ 
where 
E~~{u~V”~~U~~U+~U~+~~U~+~~~+~~O~SUC~~~~~ (0.8) 
ddu,EG’V”+‘[G], d$ua&jV”-l[G]}. 
(where V”[s] denotes the space of polynomials in 6 with coefficients in V”). Note that the 
sequence necessarily stabilizes eventually, since the V” are finite dimensional. The first few 
subspaces are described in more detail in section 1. 
Our first main result is that these spaces approximate the eigenspaces of A! as 6 goes to 
zero. 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) # (I(S)EspecA”,: V” + V” ) n(6) = O(S’j)} = dim E; 
In particular, 
(ii) Zf we set 
dimZ-Z”(V, d) = dimEz 
then 
eig?(s) = span(w(6)c V” 1 Aiw(6) = 1(6)w(6) and A(s) = O(S’j)} 
eig,?(s) = p,(EJ’ + O(6)) 
ker(A:) = eigk(6) = pg(E: + O(6)). 
(0.9) 
In addition, the spaces Ej” come equipped with a surprising amount of structure. In 
particular, there is a natural differential. To see this, define 
aj:E?+ V 
a,(u) = lim 6 -‘d,(u,) 
a+0 
where ud is an in (0.8). Although dj is not well-defined (it depends on our choice of the u,), we 
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have 
LEMMA 3. 
n.a.n:E!_+ E!‘+’ 
JJJ’J J 
is well-defined (where nj denotes the orthogonal projection onto Ej). 
We then show 
THEOREM 4. 
(i) Zf i > dim H”( P’, d), then Al(S) E spec(A;) is of the form 
/I;(s) = As’ + O(cP+‘) 
for some j E N and some 1 > 0. (Of course, for i I dim H”( V, d), A;(S) G 0.) 
(ii) 
{i(G)EspecA;: V” + V” 1 A(6) = O(P)} (0.10) 
= 6*j{eigenvalues of (XjCYjZj)(Zjajnj)* + (nj3jnj)*(Tcjajnj): Ej” + EJ} + 0(cS2j”) 
Note that (0.10) has a compelling interpretation. Namely, the leading order coefficients 
of the eigenvalues are, in fact, eigenvalues of a Laplacian acting on a subcomplex. 
In section 4, we investigate the topological nature of these subcomplexes. We begin with 
THEOREM 5. 
(i) (njdjnj)2 = 0 
(ii) ker((~jdj71j)(7Cjdj7Cj)* + (71jdj7Cj)*(7ljdjnj): ES 4 Ej”) = Ej”+ 1 
From (i), the operators 
form a differential complex whose cohomology, from (ii), is Ej+l. Thus, the {Ej, 71j~j7Cj) 
form a spectral sequence which converges (from (0.9)) to the cohomology of the original 
complex. 
Moreover, the ET inherit a Z-grading from (0.2) which is compatible with the differential. 
Namely, set 
Ey,, = Er n V/. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 6. 
(i) E; = i El?,, 
I=1 
(ii) (njdj~j)E~,, c EI::j 
(iii) (ZjdjZj)*EJt c Ejl;_lj 
We now relate this spectral sequence to a more classical construction. If iUj}j,o is 
a filtration of the V by subcomplexes, then there is an associated Leray spectral sequence, 
which depends only on the Ujs. That is, it is defined without reference to an inner product. 
We show 
THEOREM 7. Let V; denote the orthogonal complement of U?+ 1 in UT. Then the associated 
Hodge theoretic spectral sequence is isomorphic to the Leray spectral sequence. 
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(A more precise version of Theorem 7 is stated in section 3). Thus, we have presented 
a Hodge theoretic derivation of the Leray spectral sequence. Conversely, we can conclude 
that if the Vys arise from such a filtration, then, for each j, the number of eigenvalues of the 
associated Laplacian which are in O(Sj) as 6 tends to zero, is independent of the chosen 
inner products. In fact, allowing for relabeling, every decomposition is induced by a filtra- 
tion by subcomplexes, thus the above is true for every such adiabatic limit, and we have 
COROLLARY 8. For any orthogonal decomposition (0.2) the dimensions of the spaces 
Ey,, depend only on the spaces 
ul” = 1 V-7. 
jr1 
In particular, they are independent of the inner products gvY 
In section 3, we consider the torsion of a differential complex T( V, d), an invariant which 
can be expressed in terms of the determinants of an associated Laplacian. Namely, suppose 
H*( V, d) = 0 and let u”, u1 denote non-zero elements of AfopVeven and A’OPVodd, resp. (see 
section 3 for details). Then define 
T(V d uo u’) = !d n(detA”)./2(-l)“+’ >> 3 lull ” 
It is shown in [R-S] that T( V, d) is independent of the inner products. In [7], Freed proves 
that the torsion of a complex is the product of the torsions of the complexes associated to 
a Leray spectral sequence (see [S] for the analogous statement for the closely related 
Whitehead torsion). That is 
THEOREM 9. 
T(V d U’ u’) = Iu”I n T(Ej,njajnj) 7, > 
lull j 
(see section 3 for an explanation of the right hand side). We verify this formula using the 
adiabatic limit. Namely, formula (0.10) show that as 6 -+ 0, the eigenvalues of the Laplacian 
approach the eigenvalues of a Laplacian acting on the subcomplexes arising from the 
spectral sequence. In this way, the adiabatic limit realizes the desired product formula on 
the level of eigenvalues. 
This paper has its origins in ideas first appearing in [9], in which the authors examined 
the behavior of the harmonic forms on a Riemannian fiber bundle as the metric on the fiber 
is resealed by a parameter 6 going to 0. Their work relied on Melrose’s calculus of 
pseudodifferential operators on manifolds with corners. Namely, they constructed a par- 
ametrix for the laplacian which is uniform as 6 + 0. This implies that the eigenvalues and 
eigenspaces have well behaved asymptotics. In particular, it follows from their work that the 
space of harmonic forms is C 3o in 6 for 6 E [0, 11. In [6] we extended this result to a slightly 
more general geometric setting, using an approach similar to that in this paper. Moreover, 
we clarified the relationship between the adiabatic limit and the Leray spectral sequence. 
This relationship is also established in [2]. See also [12]. 
Of course, the analysis in this paper is greatly simplified by our restriction to finite 
dimensional vector spaces. In this case, the harmonic vectors are analytic in 6 for 6 E [0, 11. 
This follows, as does all of the necessary analysis, from Rellich’s beautiful theorem [l 11. 
THEOREM (Rellich). Let A(F) be an nxn matrix with complex entries which depend 
analytically on a parameter E for E near 0. Suppose further that A(E) is hermitian whenever 
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E E [w. Then there exist n complex functions 
and n @“-valued functions 
11 (E), 22 (E), . . . , &t&j 
v~ (E), VI(&), . . . , V,(E) 
all of which are analytic in E for e near 0, such that for real E the vi’s form an orthonormal basis 
of C”, and for each E E @ near 0 and each i 
A(E) 5(:(E) = /Ii(&)Vi(&) 
This paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we examine the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of A:. Along the way, we prove the main Theorems 2 and 4, as well as the 
necessary Lemmas 1 and 3 (all statements are as numbered in the introduction). In 
section 2 we relate the adiabatic spectral sequence to the Leray spectral sequence, thereby 
establishing Theorems 5,6 and 7, and Corollary 8. In section 3 we examine the torsion of 
a differential complex and prove Theorem 9. 
$1. THE SPECTRUM OF A: 
We begin with a proof of Lemma 1 (all statements are numbered as in the introduction). 
Proof of Lemma 1. (i) For any v E V”, w E I”‘+‘, and 6 > 0 we have 
sv(r, (&)*w) = M&v, w) = gv(&-‘v, w) 
= gv(p(dp-‘u),p(p-‘w)) = gv,a(dp-‘r,p-‘w) 
= Sv,a(P -lv, d&p-‘w) = gv,g(P-‘(v),P-‘(pd~)p-‘w)) 
= gv(r, p&p - ‘w) = sv(r, d6* w). 
Therefore 
d: = (d,)*. 
(ii) Fix v E Vj’. Then 
ddv = pdp - ‘v = pd(6 -‘u) = 6 -‘pdv 
= d-jp C d,v = h-j C Bj+ld,v = 
I 1 
V. 
Formula (0.6) follows for general v by the linearity of da, and (0.7) then follows from (0.6) 
and part (i). cl 
Example. Recall that dd = Elba 6’dI. Thus, for u6 = v + 6vi + 6’~~ + . * . + &I, 
ddvs = 6”d,v + B’+l(dll+lv + d,u,) + *. 
d~v6=6’d,*v+64+1(d,*+lv+d,*vl)+~~~ 
Therefore 
Ej” = V” forj 5 a 
E ;In+l={v~V”(d,v=d,*v=O} 
E,“, z = {v E E,“, 1 ( d,, 1 u E Image(d,), d,*, 1 v E Image(d,*)} 
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This characterization of E,“+ 2 follows from the orthogonal decomposition 
V = (Image(&)) 0 (Kernel(&) n Kernel(d,*)) 0 (Image(d,*)) 
(the decomposition is orthogonal since dz = 0 implies d,2 = 0). In particular, if 
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d II + 1 u E IwAd,), 
there is a u1 with 
d,+ 1u + daul = 
Thus, setting a6 = u + au,, 
d,*+ 1 u E Image(d,*) 
d,*,lu + dtu, = 0. 
ddua, dju6~6”+2V[S] =a DEE,“,,. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2, showing that the spaces ET approximate the 
eigenspaces of A; as 6 --* 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
(i) Each 0 # UE Ej” gives rise to a polynomial u6 as in (0.8), so that 
ldd2 + Idd*UaI 2 
IUdl 
= O(62’). 
Thus, there is a one-parameter family of subspaces of dimension (dim E?) on which the 
quotient is O(S’j). The variational formula for the eigenvalues (0.8) then shows that 
n;(s) = O(V) for i 4 dim Ej” 
so that 
# {n(s) E spec A: : V” + V” 1 A(6) = 0(d2j)} 2 dim Ej’ (1.1) 
On the other hand, if n;(s) is an eigenvalue of AZ, then it is also an eigenvalue of 
P&P-’ = dad: + dzdd. Rellich’s theorem (as stated in the introduction), then allows us to 
conclude that there is a corresponding analytic family of eigenvectors 
U6 = u + 601 + 62v2 + . . 
so that 
s&dd* + G&+6> ~a) = 14+a12 + ldd*ua12 = ot62jj 
1%12 I~b12 
Terminating ug at a sufficiently high power of 6 yields a polynomial that satisfies the same 
estimate. Therefore, 
Since distinct eigenvalues give rise to orthonormal eigenvectors, the ~~(0) arising in this 
fashion are linearly independent. Thus 
# (A(6)EspecAz: V” + V” 1 L(6) = O(S2j)} I dim Ej’. 
Comparing with (1.1) yields the desired equality. 
We also learn that 
# {J(QEspecAj: V” + V” ( J(6) = 0(S2j) Vjc N} = dim E”,. 
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Since (by Rellich’s Theorem) the eigenvalues are analytic in S, we have 
dim H”( V, d) = dim(ker d& + d,*d, : V” --) V”) 
= # {1(6)EspecA:: V” + V”lI,(s) = 0(S2j) VjE N) 
This completes the proof of(i). 
(ii) From the above argument, we see that every eigenvalue &‘(a) = 0(S2j) of 
dad2 + dzdd gives rise to a corresponding analytic family of eigenvectors vd with 
0 # Q(O)EE~“. Thus, the corresponding eigenspace is equal to ET + O(6). Since 
A;: = pa(dadf + dbd&dl 
part (ii) follows 
To analyse further, we must introduce the differential 
“jaj~ji: Ej” ~ E~‘l 
the existence of which we establish in Lemma 3. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let v be any element in Ej’ and 
V6 = v + 6vr + s2v2 + . . . ) l& = v + 6iTl + d2C2 + . . . 
two polynomials which satisfy 
d6vg, d&dEgjV[S]. 
We will show that 
Zj lim 6 -jda(va - ~76) = 0 
( 6-0 > 
That is, we will see that for every w E Ej”+ ’ 
gV(d6(u6 - iI&), w) = O(Sj”) 
Since w~E;+l there is a polynomial w6 with w,(O) = w and dzwd = O(Sj). Thus 
g&(r6 - cd), w) = g&f,& - %a), wa) + O(Sj”) 
= g& - &d: wa) + 0(6’+ ‘) = O(#+ ‘) 
since vd - fi,EsV[s]. 
We complete this section with a proof of Theorem 4. 
q 
0 
Proof of Theorem 4 
(i) This follows trivially from the analyticity of I;(s) combined with the observation that 
2;(S) > 0 for all 6 > 0. 
(ii) Suppose ;il(S) = A?S2j + 0(6”+’ I ), with 1; > 0, is an eigenvalue of AZ. Then &‘(a) is 
also an eigenvalue of 
pA$p - ’ = dadf + d$dd 
with corresponding normalized eigenvector 
$6 = v; + O(6) 
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where 
u;eE;, \u:j = 1 
As i runs from 0 to dim El, the corresponding ~7’s provide an orthonormal basis of Ej’. 
We will see that for each such i 
((njdjxj)(njdjnj)* + (njdjXj)*(Xjdjnj))ul = A;$ + O(6) 
Thus, up to errors in O(6), with respect o the basis {ul}, the operator 
(1.2) 
(~jdjnj)(7ljdj”j)* + (ajdj~j)*(njdj7lj): Err Er 
is diagonal with entries &‘. This proves the theorem. 
To prove (1.2), we first note 
)d,&‘a12 + Id* ” I2 = A”(~)[u:~[~ = O@*‘). d u,,cs I , 
Therefore, both ddud and ddu6 are in 6’ V[S]. Write 
ddu;,d = 6jw6 
where 
(1.3) 
W6 = wg + 6Wl + 62w2 + . . . . 
Then 
ddwd=d;u:d=O 
and 
d$w6 = dJddu;,d. 
To investigate the right hand side of (1.6) we observe that 
(ddd$ + d$d&‘6 = 1”(6)~;,~6~jV[6]. * I 
Moreover, since di = 0, 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
gv(dad:u!‘,a, d6*d,&) = 0. 
Therefore, d,d$uT,, and d$ddutd are each individually in L12j V[S]. In particular, 
d$w6e6’V[6]. (1.7) 
Comparing (1.5) and (1.7), we learn that w. E Ej’. Moreover, we can use w6 to calculate 
(njajnj)wo and (njdjnj)*wo. Summarizing, 
(7Cjaj7tj)Uy = WO 
so that 
(xjajffj)*(njaj7lj)Ul = 7ljdf ~0 = njlim6-‘dbw6 = rtjlim h_jd$(6_jd~u~.6) 
6-O 6-O 
= K2jlim 7Ljdfdauy,6. 
6-0 
Similarly, 
(njajnj)(njaj~j)*u1 = ae2’lim njdad$u:,,. 
S-+0 
W-9 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
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Adding (1.9) and (1.10) yields 
((njdj7Cj)*(Zjjaj7Cj) + (7Cjaj7cj)(ZjC3j7Cj)*)V~ = X2jlim ?Tj(da*dJ + d,d$)Uy,J 
CS+O 
= Z2jlim ?Zj$(S)vF,, 
d-0 
= 6 -2j(Ays2jv; + 0(62j+ 1)) 
= Ryvy + O(6) 0 
$2. THE LERAY SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
We begin by showing that the {Ej, Zjaj’Lj} form a spectral sequence. 
Proof of Theorem 5. 
(i) The proof that (Xjajnj)’ = 0 will follow along the same lines as our proof of Theorem 
4(ii). More precisely, as in the previous proof, let {v~,aJl~i5dimE~ denote orthonormal 
eigenvectors, corresponding to the eigenvalues of @da + d&d: which are in 0(S2j). Then, 
the vectors (~7) form an orthonormal basis of Ej” (where I$’ = t&(O)), Thus, it is enough to 
check that for each i 
(7tj8j7Cj)2V~ = 0. 
As in (1.8) 
(xjaj7Lj)vI = ~j lim F’d,vy,, = ~0 
6-0 
where w. is as in (1.4). Thus, with all notation as in (1.9) 
(njaj~j)2V1 = (7tjajZj)WO 
= nj lim 6 -jdd wa 
6-O 
= nj lim 6-jda(6-jddv~,~) 
6+0 
= Kj lim6-2jd~v~,d 
6+0 
since di = 0. 
= 0 
(ii) From Theorem 4(ii), 
dim ker((~jdjnj)(7cjdj”j)* + (njdjXj)*(njdjxj): Ej” + Ej’) 
= # {;1(6)EspecAi: P-t V’l2(~5) = O(C~~‘+~)} = dimEj”+, (2.1) 
On the other hand, for every v E Ej”, 1, there is a polynomial us, such that us(O) = u, and both 
d6v6 and df v6 are in 6j+ ’ V[S]. Since, in particular, dbvd and dz us are in 6jV[b J, we can use 
~6 to calculate (njdj~j)v and (njdjnj)*v. Namely 
(njdjnj)v = Aj lim S-jd6~s = 0. 
6-0 
Similarly, 
(njdjRj)*v = Xj lim 6 -‘d,*~, = 0. 
6-0 
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Therefore, 
Ej”+ 1 E ker((7ljdjnj)(~njdjnj)* + (~jdjnj)*(7ljdj~j): E? + Ej’) 
Together (2.1) and (2.2) yield the theorem. 
We now establish the compatability of the differential and the bigrading. 
(2.2) 
0 
Proof of Theorem 6. We prove parts (i), (ii) and (iii) simultaneously inductively in j. 
j = a: We observe that E, = V trivially satisfies (i). 
For UEE,,, = V, we have 
n,a,~,v = 4,ac v,+, = &,,+, 
by the definition of d,. This proves (ii), and (iii) follows similarly. 
General j: For veEj write 
v=cv, 
with vI E V,. TO prove (i), we need to see that for each I, v1 E Ej. Note that, since v E Ej- 1, we 
learn from the inductive hypothesis applied to (i) that each vf l Ej_ 1. Moreover, since 
vEEj= ker((~j_,aj_,71j_1)(71j_taj_1~j_l)* 
+ (71j_laj_,~j_,)*(nj_laj_,7Cj_l)):Ej”~1 + Ej”_l 
we learn 
(2.3) 
By the inductive hypothesis applied to part (ii) 
(xj_,dj_,xj_,)U,EEj_ l,l+(j- 1). 
Therefore, since the subspaces Ej_ l,l+tj_ 1j are orthogonal, (2.3) implies that for each 1 
(7Cj_laj_lnj_l)Ul= 0. 
Similarly, using the inductive hypothesis applied to (iii), we learn 
(Xj-laj-l7Tj_1)*Ul= 0. 
Thus, for each I, 
vIEker((nj_laj_,?lj_,)(xj_,dj_lnj_1)* + (.rrj-laj~I~j-l)*(~j-laj_l~j-1))= Ej 
as desired. 
To prove (ii), we need to prove that for v E Ej,l 
(njdjnj)vLEEj,1+j 
For such a u, we have, in particular, that u E Ej, so there exists a polynomial 
U6 = v + svr + Pv, + . . . 
such that 
ddu6, dfu,EiS’V[6]. 
Therefore, if we write 
ddvd = Pw, + 6 a+1 W,+,+...+djWj+... 
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then we have 
wi=O fori<j 
Now write 
Wj = ajl 
V6 = 
[ 
V + 2 d'Vi,l+i 
i>O 
= V1.d + V2.d 
+ 1 1 Givi,l+c 
[ i>O c#i 1 
(2.4) 
where we have written L+~ for the orthogonal projection of ui onto V,. Then 
&ad = &,,a + ddn2.6 
= [ zod'wl,i] + [ zad’W2,i] 
so that 
Note first that for each k 
njajv = 7ljWl.j + TljW2,j. 
W ,,k = m;. dk-mu,,,+m~ v,+k 
since di Vj c Vi + j for all i and j. In particular, 
W I,jE K+j 
so that 
TCjWl,jE~jVl+j = Ej,l+j 
(by part (i)). We complete the proof of (ii) by showing 
7TjW2, j = 0. 
Observe that for all k 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Therefore, since for i < j 
0 = Wi = W*,i + W2,i 
(2.5) and (2.6) yield that for i < j 
0 = Wl,i = W2.i. 
This allows us to write 
w2.j = lim6-‘d,vz,a 
6+0 
Now, for any u E Ej, let ug be a polynomial satisfying ~~(0) = u and d$ ud E 6’ V[S]. Then 
gv(w,,jT u) = fim fi-jgV(darz,S, n) 
6+0 
= lim 8-jyV(u2,6, d$ud) 
6-0 
IL= 0 
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since u~,~E SV[S] and ddu6~6jV[6]. This is true for any ueEj so we learn 
njW2,j = 0 
as desired. This completes our proof of (ii). 
Part (iii) follows quite easily from (ii). Namely, for any IJEE~,, and any u EEJ,; ’ 
with k # 1, 
gv((7ljaj7cj)*U, U) = gv(V, (71jaj~j)U) = 0 
from (ii). This proves (iii). 0 
We now arrive at the main goal of this section, the isomorphism between the Hodge 
theoretic spectral sequence and the Leray spectral sequence. Suppose we have a filtra- 
tion (0.1). We briefly describe the construction of the Leray spectral sequence (see [lo], 
chapter 2, for more details, although we adapt a slightly different notation). Define 
Zjl[ = Ul”nK’(U/&i) 
By,, = U/ n d(U/:t) 
and 
$I = zj:,/(z;-i,~+i + BY-1.J 
Let 
Then the d operator induces a differential ~j 
a”.:e? e?+’ 
J J+ J 
such that 
and 
ej+ i = H*(ej, ~j) 
e, = H*(V, d). 
Moreover, the differential is compatible with the Z-grading in that 
&(eg, [) E eJ,:: j. 
We now state a precise version of Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 7. Given a @ration (O.l), define an orthogonal decomposition (0.2) by letting 
V_/ be the orthogonal complement of UJ+ 1 in U?. Then, for every j, the complex {ej”, gj} is 
isomorphic to the complex {Ej”, 71j~j~j). Moreover, the isomorphism is compatible with the 
Z-gradings 
Before proving Theorem 7, we investigate some implications. It is clear from the 
definition that the Leray spectral sequence depends only on the spaces U?, without 
reference to any inner product. Therefore, if the decomposition (0.2) is induced from 
a filtration by subcomplexes, i.e. if for every n and 1 
TOP33:3-N 
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then the dimensions of the spaces Ejll depend only on the spaces 
so, in particular, is independent of the inner products gVY. In fact, we will now show that this 
is true for any orthogonal decomposition (0.2). This is precisely Corollary 8. 
Proof of Corollary 8. The adiabatic spectral sequence is (up to isomorphism) invariant 
under a linear shift in the labeling of the Vj’. That is, fixing rn~Z, set 
Let 
WY = v-j”_.,. 
d=Cd; 
denote the decomposition of d corresponding to the decomposition 
V” = c w;. 
It is easily seen that 
d,W = d,+, 
(where d = Cd, is induced by V” = c Vj”) so that 
(d/+‘)* = d,?+,. 
Thus, for all i and k 
(Ew);: = E;+,. 
In the above shift, choose 
m = -inf{ljd, ZO}. 
From (2.7) we see that 
dy = 0 for I< 0. 
Thus, for each n 
d(U,“) E Ur”+’ 
(2.7) 
where 
ur”= 1 WY= 1 v;. 
jr1 jzl-nm 
Therefore, the previous discussion implies that the dimensions of the (E w)j”,l, and thus the 
dimensions of the original Ej’,, depend only on the spaces U,“. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7. The hypothesis 
d(Uj’) E Uj”’ 
is equivalent to the condition that the induced decomposition of the d operator (0.5) satisfies 
d, = 0 for 1 < 0. (2.8) 
Note that the operator 6-j~~ takes Zjl, isomorphically onto 
2,11= (~6 = ~0 + 6~1 + 6’~2 + . . .I ViE ?‘F+i and d~o6~6’V[6]}. 
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Similarly, 6-jpa takes Z?_ r, I+ 1 isomorphically onto 
&z_ r,l+r = (~6 = &I, + ~3~~2 + . . .I VIE V/‘+i and d,v,ESjV[S]} 
and By_ r,* isomorphically onto 
@-I.1 = ddS-j+l {U6 = v() + 6Vl + d2v2 + . . .Iv~EF’/I~!+~+~ and d~v6E81’-1V[6]} 
= d-j+ld f?-l d J-l,l-j+l. 
For v~Ejl, let u6 = ~6’~~ be a polynomial as in (0.8) and let 
v1,6 = C 6ivi,l+i 
bkb was introduced in (2.4)). As shown in the proof of Theorem 6, 
ddqs e 6’V[6] 
Therefore 
Q&11. 
The map 
zjll3v+ [V1,6]Eiiijll/(b2li”-l,l+1 + @r,r)= e;,I (2.9) 
is the desired isomorphism. To prove this, we need to see that (2.9) is well-defined (i.e. 
independent of our choice of o6), one-to-one, onto, and compatible with the differentials. 
Well-Defined: If fia is any other polynomial as is (0.Q then 
Wd = U1.6 - fir.8 
satisfies ~~(0) = 0,d,w6~6jV[6], and w6 = I,,, 6’~~ with WOE Vl;r. That is, w~ES~~_~,,+~ 
so that 
ChJl = CG.61 
One-to-One: Suppose 
Cv1.J = cw1.11 
for v, w E Ej’,. That is, 
V 1.6 - Wl,dE~Zjn_l,,+l + &J. 
Since 
(V 1.6 - wrJ(O) = v - WEE;, 
and, for each zs E SzJ_ r, I + r, ~~(0) = 0, we must have 
u - w = X6(0) 
for some x~E~Y_~,, (SO that x6 = 6-j+‘dsy, for some YaE~~_I,1-j+1). Thus 
Iv - WI2 = g”(v - w,u - w) = gv(v - w, X8(0)) 
= gv(va - W&Xd) + W) 
= g&a - wa, 6-j+ldayJ + O(6) 
= 6-‘+‘g,(dc?(v, - ws), ya) + O(6) 
= s-j”(o(sj)) + O(6) = O(6) 
Therefore, we learn 
Iv - WI = 0. 
(2.10) 
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v = w. 
Onto: We need to see that for each wd E ZJ, 1 there is a u E EJ, such that 
C%dl = Cd. 
It is enough to prove 
Vw6 E z;, I 3x6 E l%j”- I, I s.t. (w6 + x6)(O) E E;,,. 
For suppose (wa + x6)(O) = v E Ejl l and let vd be as in (0.8). Then 
Ya = W,j + X6 - U1.b = C6’_Vi 
satisfies 
Thus, 
which implies 
as desired. 
We prove (2.10) by induction on j. From (2.8) we know we can begin with j = 0. 
j = 0: From (2.8) 
E;,, = V; for all n, I 
and 
Z:,, = C 6’Ui such that UiE I’F+i. 
In particular, for any ws E Z:, r, 
so (2.10) is trivially satisfied. 
General j: Suppose 
By induction, there is a 
such that 
Moreover 
This implies that 
u_LImage(lr._ a._ rc._ )* E EY ,lJlJl , 191 
(since for any u E Image(nj- 1 aj_ 1 Xi- 1)* there is a ud such that 
u = (Xj_laj_,TTj_1)*U~ = lim 6-j+1daUa. 
6-O 
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So that 
gV(u, u) = lim gv(wa + x8, Fi+‘ds*ub) + O(6) 
a-'0 
= lim 6-j+ ‘(d6(w6 + x6), ua) + O(6) 
a-0 
= lim 6_j+‘O(#) + O(6) 
L5+0 
Therefore, 
= 0. 
U = Uo + U,EEi:~~IImage(nj_,aj_,nj_,). 
Let Y E Ej”I :, 1_ j + 1 satisfy 
and 
satisfy 
Write 
and let 
Then 
Therefore 
and 
as desired. 
y, = y + 6y, + Py, + . . . 
Xi-1 lima -jA1ddyd = vl. 
6-O 
daya = C 6’zi 
izj-1 
Y1,6 = 1 s’Yi,l-j+l+i. 
it0 
6-j+lddYl,d = a-j+’ 
( 
2 6izi,I-j+l +i 
izj-1 > 
= J-j+l(dj-lul + o(aj)) 
= u1 + O(6) 
E@‘- 1.1 
(wa + X6 - 6 -‘+1d,y1,6)(0) = uOe E;,, 
Compatibility with the Differential: Let w E Zy,, and [w] its class in e;,,. Then 
8j[w] = [dw]. 
Using the isomorphism (2.9) provided by 6 -Jo,+, [w] is represented by wd E 27, I, and 
a’j[w] = [Fjdaw,]. 
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From the isomorphism of I$ with ETr, there is a u E E;,, with 
C%61 = C%l 
so that we have 
z&w] = [CV&Il,,] 
= [6-j(6’(7Zjdj7Zj)U + O(Sj”))] 
= [(7Cjdjnj)U + O(6)]. 
TO prove that Zj is taken to nj8jZj by 6-jpa, all that remains to be seen is that 
C~-j&~I,dl = C((rjaj~j)~)1,6] Ee;,T:j. 
However, let 
and write 
Then u6 satisfies 
Ua(O) = 0, d&ECVV[S], UiE Vn+r I+j+i 
Therefore 
Ug E z”?? 1 J l.f+j 
which implies (2.11). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7. 
(2.11) 
Let 
be an exact sequence of finite 
volume forms 
gdd 
where 
$3. TORSION 
o+v” d + p--b. “-+ v-to 
dimensional vector spaces. Suppose, in addition, we have 
c vi). 
i odd 
Then we define an invariant called the Torsion of the complex as follows: let 
b;, . . . , b,’ 
be a basis for 
and choose 
so that 
Similarly, choose 
a basis for 
and 
with 
Then 
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d( VOdd) c Yeve” 
a;, . . . , a; E Vodd 
d(ap) = be. 
d(V”“~“) c VOdd 
a:, . . . , a$ E Fen 
d(af) = b;. 
SEQUENCES 
a: A . . . A a: A bf A . . . A b; 
is a volume form of Yeve” so 
a; A . . . A ai A b; A . . . A b,’ = cevenveven 
for some ceve” E [w. Similarly 
a: A . . . A a”, A b”, A . . . A bm = codduodd 
for some codd E [w. Then the Torsion is defined by 
Torsion = T( V, d, Fen, uodd) = g 
Note that the Torsion is independent of our choice of the als and bls. In [R-S], 
and Singer observed that the Torsion can be expressed in terms of the determinant 
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of a 
Laplacian. Choose any inner product for the V” such that with respect o the induced metric 
on A*V 
juoddl = lye”e”) = 1. (3.1) 
For example, one can choose the unique metric such that {uf} and {up} are orthonormal. 
Then, for each n, define 
A”=dd*+d*d:V”-+ V”. 
From [R-S] we have: 
JT(I/, d, yeYen, yodd)) = fi (DetAn)(n’2)(-1)“+1. 
n=o 
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If we choose any inner product on the I”‘, not necessarily assuming (3.1), we have 
I T(V, d, geve”, uodd)( = fi fi (DetA”)(“l2)(-1)“+’ 
n 0 
(3.2) 
(see, for example [S] Theorem 4.12). In particular, the right hand side is independent of the 
inner products. 
Suppose for each n we have an orthogonal decomposition 
V”=CVJ. 
Then we form the spectral sequence {ET, njajxj} with each ET inheriting an inner product. 
Combining (3.2) with Theorem 4(ii) we see 
THEOREM 9. 
1 T( V, d, ueven, uodd)l = s n 1 T(Ej, 7tjajnj)(. 
J 
(3.3) 
We must explain the right hand side, as there are two subtleties. First, the sequences 
(Ej, njajnj) are not exact (the cohomology is Ej+ 1), SO the definition of torsion must be 
altered slightly. According to the formula (3.2), the torsion of the complex (Ej, xjdjnj} is 
expressed in terms of the determinant of the njajnj Laplacian. If the complex is not exact 
this determinants will be zero. Instead, in (3.2) replace the determinant of the Laplacian by 
the product of the non-zero eigenvalues. Second, we are not given volume forms for the 
E+” and ETdd. However, the inner products on the Ej determine volume forms up to 
multiplication by f 1. Thus, although the metric does not uniquely determine T(Ej, njdjnj), 
it does determine 1 T(E,, ~jaj~j)l. In other words, we define 
JT(E,, njaj7cj)l = fi(Dp-l)n+' 
n=O 
where 0; is the product of the non-zero eigenvalues of 
(rtjaj~j)*(rtjajrtj) + (njajrtj)(rjajrtj)* : EJ + EJ’ 
Proof of Theorem 9. The Torsion is independent of the metric, so using the metric 
gv,a defined in (0.3) we see that for each 6 > 0. 
1 T( V, d, Fe”, uodd)l = e d v (Det A;)“‘2(m I)“+‘. 
From Theorem 4(ii) we learn 
DetA;=P”nDJ+U(P’l) 
where 
p,, = 12j(dim Ej’ - dim Ey+ 1). 
Moreover 
where 
qo&, = c xjdim Vj”, qeven = c Cjdim Vj”. 
nodd j neven j 
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Therefore 
I T(~, d, ueven, ‘Odd)1 = 6’ ~ n 1 T(Ej, njajnj)l + 0(6’+ ‘) 
J 
for some q E Z. However, the left hand side is independent of 6, so we must have q = 0, and 
the error must vanish identically. This proves the theorem. 0 
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